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The Czech Republic has a long-standing traditional 

industrial base, which is caused historically

• 19th century - influence of availability of raw materials on 

development of industrial centers, development of transport 

networks, labor force - quality education

• Bohemian Lands the most industrially developed part of the Austro-

Hungarian Empire (approx. 60-70% of industry)

• 1918 Establishment of Czechoslovakia - was one of the most 

industrialized countries in the world

• Since February 1948 - part of the block of socialist states → 

international division of labor - emphasis on heavy industry, 

centrally managed economy
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Development after the Velvet Revolution

• After 1989 - change of political economic and social conditions -

transformation of economy from centrally controlled to market, 

privatization of industrial companies

• change of the industrial structure, new industries due to 

technological development

• the role of foreign capital (foreign direct investments),

• industrial zones, business incubators, clusters.
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Current situation

• The manufacturing industry is dominated by car production.

• Since 2005, the production of the automotive industry has doubled. 

In 2018, the production of cars in the Czech Republic approached 

the limit of 1.44 million.

• The digital age - "moving production eastwards" is not and will not 

be a risk for the future, but on the contrary, as a result of industry 

4.0, the possibility of moving production back to home countries 

can be expected. The Czech Republic must invest heavily in IT 

technologies and new forms of production, because it will not be 

possible to compete through cheap labor.

• Investments in human resources – training courses ….
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Investments in human

resources development
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Digital age
challenges for innovative

entrepreneurship ahead

• The current period is often referred to as the beginning of 

Period 4.0

• ‘Smart’ (or ‘intelligent’) - smartphones, smart 

development, and smart city, smart villlage -- Society 4.0 

• These changes have accelerated over time 

in connection with trends in information availability, 

ICT development and commercial integration 

in the process of globalisation



Digital age
challenges for innovative

entrepreneurship ahead

Multidimensional cyberspace environments presents new 

spatial opportunities for socio-economic development as 

evidenced, for instance, by:

• the application of ICT and related technology to various 

types of activities carried out from and facilitated by the 

presence of high-speed Internet;

• such activities encompass e-commerce, e-payments, e-

learning, e-banking, e-government, e-cohesion. 



Start-up companies 

in the Czechia
The term start-up is not new, but in the Czech Republic it 

is becoming increasingly popular and the number of start-

ups is increasing - at present we can talk about about two 

thousand of start-up companies in the Czech Republic. 

Although technology is the most numerous area of 

activity, gastronomic start-ups are also popular. 

In the field of start-up financing in the Czech Republic 

there have been significant changes in recent years - on 

the one hand, the volume of venture capital has 

increased, on the other hand, new instruments have been 

created to finance start-up projects. 
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Source: Keiretsu Forum Prague SE 2018: Startup Report 2017/2018

What do Czech startups have in common?

• The start-up environment in the Czech Republic is 

considered relatively young in the context of global 

comparison. 

• Companies are predominant in the initial stages of 

development, most of which state their existence within 

three years. 

• The question arises whether this is 

due to the nature of this segment 

or the lack of long-term planning 

experience?



Start-up companies 

in the Czechia
Who knows the term "startup" best?

• There is still a significant proportion of those who hear 

the word 'startup' for the first time - more than a quarter 

of the general population does not know the term 

'startup' at all. 

• Knowledge of the concept of startup is higher in larger 

cities, in the more educated childless part of the 

population with higher income. 

• Awareness is highest among younger men. Women 

even twice as often as men do not know the term 

“startup”. 

Source: Keiretsu Forum Prague SE 2018: Startup Report 2017/2018



Start-up companies 

in the Czechia
What is considered a key feature of startup?

• It should be a company that offers a unique, scalable 

solution that ideally “changes people's lives”. 

What is the demographic profile of a Czech startup?

• A childless, university-educated man of about 30 years.

Which companies perceive the general population as 

a startup?

• Most often “new” companies with strong PR regardless 

of whether they are usually considered startup (e.g.

Letgo, Uber, Zonky).

Source: Keiretsu Forum Prague SE 2018: Startup Report 2017/2018



Start-up companies 

in the Czechia
Human resources

• 44% of startups are started by people aged 18 to 29;

• two thirds of startups perceive the lack of quality 

workers as the main problem;

• About 70% of start-up companies in the Czech 

Republic are looking for new employees through the 

StartupJobs.cz portal database.

Source: Keiretsu Forum Prague SE 2018: Startup Report 2017/2018
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Limits of further development

• Start-up Czech companies end most often because 

they have developed a product that is not sufficiently 

marketed.

• Even if a product might be useful, startups can't 

promote it enough to turn potential leads into real 

customers.

• The lack of experience is also a problem.

• It is absolutely crucial for founders to keep startups 

alive during the first months or years.

Source: https://vedavyzkum.cz/inovace/inovace/startupy-maji-v-cesku-tezke-zacatky-rozjezd-jim-komplikuje-byrokracie



Start-up companies 

in the Czechia
Limits of further development

• Czech startups have significantly more difficult 

conditions than a large part of their foreign competitors. 

According to a World Bank study, setting up a company 

in the Czech Republic is much more complex than in 

most countries in the region. Much better conditions for 

start-ups are provided by neighboring Slovakia, but 

also by Slovenia, Hungary, Moldova or Ukraine.

• Another problem is the availability of financing for start-

up projects. Especially in their initial phase. 

Source: https://vedavyzkum.cz/inovace/inovace/startupy-maji-v-cesku-tezke-zacatky-rozjezd-jim-komplikuje-byrokracie



Start-up companies 

in the Czechia
Non-traditional financing

• The Ministry of Industry and Trade - the originally 

considered "National Innovation Fund" was not created 

and the Czech Republic joined the trend of European 

countries in which state support is provided through 

private venture capital funds, not the creation of a state-

managed fund to distribute funds.

• CzechInvest supports Czech start-ups through its 

programs (e.g. CzechAccelerator project, which 

provides selected companies with office space and 

mentoring in Silicon Valley, New York, London or 

Singapore). Czech Startup Europe ambasador.

Source: https://vedavyzkum.cz/inovace/inovace/startupy-maji-v-cesku-tezke-zacatky-rozjezd-jim-komplikuje-byrokracie



Private start-up investors in the Czech Republic

A number of funds and investment groups have emerged 

in the Czech Republic in recent years, focusing on 

investments in small businesses that come with 

technology innovations usually associated with the 

Internet.

However, these start-up projects must be in a more 

advanced phase of their development.
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Thank you for your attention!
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